PBA Hall Rental Reviews:
CLASSROOM
“The audio visual system was simply superior than any other class I have been to. Super large projection
screen. TVs on wall. Just perfect.”
“Utilizing the PBA location provided a more comfortable setting with the ability to hear the instructor
clear as well as viewing the PowerPoint. The open forum allowed for more of a better environment to
allow for presentation.”
“Great”
“Clean, well kept.”
“Was excellent, enough space for class size and comfortable.”
“Excellent facility, comfortable and exceptionally clean.”
“Facilities were excellent, plenty of room, comfortable, quality technology for PowerPoint presentations
and easy to find secure location.”
“The PBA Hall was clean and provided a safe / comfortable envi8ronment for this course.”
“Love the PBA building. Extremely comfortable and open.”
“Excellent training atmosphere”
“The facilities were excellent. There were no interruptions and everyone was able to focus on the
class.”
“Perfect location and size”
“Facility was great. Spacious with adequate facilities (restrooms, breakrooms, etc.).
“The facility was a great place to host this course. There was plenty of room, clean restrooms, a central
location.”
“Very cold but spacious environment for social distancing. Comfortable seating arrangements and clean
facilities. “
“PBA Hall was a great location.”
“Strongly encourage more classes at the PBA. Great and clean facility. Very comfortable.”

“The facility was ideal for this class and objectives”
“The facility was clean and spacious enough for social distancing.”
SPECIAL OCCASION RENTAL
“More spacious inside than it looks from the outside. D J'd a western themed dance and it was nice.”
“What a wonderful place for an event.”
“This is a great and affordable place for planning your next wedding or family event. This venue can hold
over 100 guest and is safe.”
“Great location for events.”
“Had a award banquet there. It was a nice building.”
“Beautiful 😊😊😍”
“Awesome place, team, and price for a venue!”
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